
Hey folks! Welcome back to our newsletter! We’ve got some new (ish) stuff to share 
that we’ve been at work on since the spring- three tapes and a book. These four 
existed primarily in digital forms over the past few months, but now we’re happy to 
say they all have a physical existence! 

And they’ll all be at this year’s Scranton Punk Rock Flea and Zine Fest. In case you 
missed the announcements, that’s THIS WEEKEND (Oct. 17) at the Circle Drive-In 

We’re super excited to be able to release Hoo Ha by 
Melani Lopez! Previously this book was available in 
a digital format on our site, but at long last we have 
physical copies and they look great!

Hoo Ha is a humorous investigation into the societal 
obsession with ambiguous, cute, and even crude ter-
minology for the vagina. A compilation of 38 collag-
es and pictorial puzzles depicts the absurd nature of 
these nicknames. 

44 pgs, 4x6”. Full color exterior, B&W interior

NebuchadnezzØr- NebuchadnezzØr

NebuchadnezzØr’s debut on Naan cül! Eleven hits of pure, 
unrelenting 8-bit influenced retro fantasy futurism. Enough synth 
journeys to make you dig out your SNES, Sega Genesis and Game 
Gear all at once!

All sorts of sounds on this tape, ranging from breakbeat and 
ambient to proggy voyages and straightahead bangers, 
so be sure to give it a listen.

magnetic responsibility- Slipping and gradual

Three tracks of rhythmic, minimal keyboard improvisations.

Moving with long, easy strides along the keyboard’s native drum 
patterns, exploring the strained interactions inside one machine. 
Dance music for time warps.

jason lipeles- Today is Today

A wonderful collection of poetry, found sound, music, conversation, 
family and friends. All sorts of songs and language games.

This will seriously get stuck in your head. Trust us...

Plus art on the front, back and inside from Janet Solval! You’ll remember 
both Jason and Janet from our Join Me Now collection.

Hoo Ha - Melani Lopez
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in Dickson City, PA. 

This year the fest is 
combined with the 
NEPA Horror Film 
Fest. Event opens at 
1 PM, with screenings 
starting at 10 pm. Social 
distancing and other 
health guidelines will be 
followed. Stop on by if 
you’re in the area, we’d 
love to see you!
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